Features and Benefits

- Switchable Lumen technology: 3900/4800/5500 lumens
- Switchable CCT technology: 3500/4000/5000K
- Up to 153 lumens per watt
- 0–10V dimming to 10%
- For use in a wide range of surface mount and wall applications
- Universal Voltage (120–277V)
- 80+ CRI
- Acrylic lens for superior efficiency, resistance to UV aging

**Magnetic end caps**
The CRW comes standard with magnetic end caps that stay seated to the fixture, eliminating light leaks.

**CATALOG NUMBER** | **UPC** | **DESCRIPTION** | **CCT (K)** | **LUMENS** | **WATTS** | **LPW**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
CRW4-LSCS | 840141400228 | 4ft LED Round Wrap, Switchable Lumen, Switchable CCT | 3500 | 5325 | 40 | 133
 | | | 4567 | 34 | 137
 | | | 3735 | 28 | 141
 | | | 5880 | 40 | 149
 | | | 5213 | 34 | 153
 | | | 4142 | 28 | 148
 | | | 5408 | 40 | 136
 | | | 4841 | 34 | 142
 | | | 3959 | 28 | 141

**Affordable, Versatile, Decorative**
The CRW is a versatile LED round wrap with decorative end caps and features field Switchable Lumens & CCT.